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Prior to Mass Effect 3, most information about gender in the Mass Effect games was
about in-game menus. Apparently it wasn't initially obvious that the game itself was

all about a woman. However, in the games prologue she is clearly identified as
male. The catch here is that he is called John Shepard even though he appears as a

woman in the game. In the original announcement of the games final chapter,
writer Drew Karpyshyn states, even though she plays as a male, this was

intentionally done as a way to get players out of their immersion, so they can get to
know the character better. It was not intended to be polarizing. As a writer, Drew
had the most involvement with creating the character, and has stated in the past
that he chose the gender, so that any perceptions of male dominance could be

handled by the player as they saw fit. The reason he chose a female Shepard is to
showcase the talents of female characters, to show that women can be just as

heroic as men. Drew also wrote Mass Effect 3: Extended Cut, in which gender is
addressed as a more important aspect of the game. Backstory: Female Shepard is

the Commander of the flagship Normandy from the original game, though she
returns in mass effect 3 as the Commander of the USS Vigilant, a second

collaboration between the Illusive Man and Cerberus. Shepard suffers severe
amnesia after her final battle in s1; this is cut from the game (only to return in the
Extended Cut). The quotes below are from the game, and all quotes are re-inforced

by each game. When Shepard is active, her social armors, Wythenshawe and
Estelle, become available as well. Word-of-the-mouth notes from players and Mass

Effect fansites have been noted below.
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we're done with the new face codes. lets move on to the next section. there are two tabs. the first
one, the iris color, which can be normal, a yellow iris, or an orange one. then comes the eyelid color.
its also just black, but you can change it to blue, green or red. and lastly, its the eyebrow color. just

black, but you can change it to light grey, dark grey or any combination. the mass effect 3 face
codes are actually quite similar to the previous version. the difference is that they have a few more

colors. the color of the eyes can be brown, blue, green, yellow or pink. eyelid color can be black,
blue, green, yellow or pink. the eyebrow color can be black, blue, green, yellow or pink. the game will
automatically create a unique name for you based on the gender, species, and name you choose, so
you can play as a male shepard named orion n7-3a or a female shepard named aria p9-2a. a gender-

neutral option of genderless will also be available. you can also opt to create a custom name, but
don't use this option if you plan on playing as a male or female shepard. the save file has no gender

information and can't be altered, so if you choose to create a custom name it will overwrite
shepard's name. after creating your custom name, you'll need to name your character's gender,

race, and species. mass effect 3 has a long legacy of well-designed characters and facial hair. thanks
to a single, unified code, you can now create your own face in mass effect 3. this is just a sample of

what is possible. pick and choose from the gallery below or customize your own. if you'd like to share
your custom face in game, you can use the paste code button. 5ec8ef588b
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